Regine Dehnel

Perpetrators, victims, and art
The National Socialists' campaign of pillage
Between 1933 and 1945, privately and publicly owned works of art, books, and
archives were extorted, "aryanized", "secured", and stolen, first in Germany, then
throughout Europe. Special offices and organizations were involved and the victims
of these campaigns of pillage were political opponents: union officials, socialists,
freemasons, and priests. The Jewish population was hit especially hard. With the
attack on Poland and the invasion of the Soviet Union, the peoples of eastern
Europe, categorized as "racially inferior", were plundered. The National Socialist
campaigns of pillage for cultural assets are not just a subject of historical research.
They continue to hinder the search for mutual understanding within Europe to this
day.

In Berlin, two major exhibits marked the sixtieth anniversary of the end of the
Second World War and recalled the postwar era. They reminded us of
Germany's, and Europe's, predicament at the war's end: 55 million people
dead, including 25 million civilians; countless cities more than half destroyed;
and an all−pervasive hunger.
Both exhibits started with pictures and information about National Socialism
and campaigns of persecution and murder. One series of images illustrated the
"legalized" looting of Jewish property by the Nazi state.1 An issue of
Newsletter for the German Population, from 9 May 1945, mentioned one of
the biggest private Nazi art thieves, former General Governor Dr Hans Frank.
Quoting a TASS news report of 6 May 1945, it was reported: "In Mr. Frank's
house, paintings and other art objects worth a total of 12.5 million pounds
sterling were found; he had stolen these from Warsaw."2 The documents on
display touched upon one of the most far−reaching aspects of Nazi policies:
the unscrupulous misappropriation of cultural assets, first in Germany, then in
all of Europe. Given the aforementioned numbers of human victims, the
looting of cultural artefacts has not been very prominent in the public debate
about National Socialism. Nonetheless, Nazi art theft has become increasingly
central to research in contemporary history, and especially the history of
libraries, art, and archives.
The state of research
Since the Allies were the first who tried to undo the consequences of Nazi
looting, the first publications on the topic appeared in the English−speaking
world. They were concerned with finding as many stolen works as possible,
reuniting collections, and returning them to their rightful owners.3 In the two
Germanys, the issue was not considered relevant during the first years of their
existence. The first German study came out two decades after the end of the
war; remarkably, it was published simultaneously by Henschelverlag in East
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Berlin and by Ackermann in Munich. No less interesting, it documented the
losses of German museums on both sides of the inner−German border.4 Thus,
German museums were primarily interested in registering their own losses.
As early as 1963, however, Ruth and Max Seydewitz had published their book
Die Dame mit dem Hermelin (The Lady with the Ermine), also at
Henschelverlag.5 In the ideological context of the German Democratic
Republic's officially proclaimed antifascism, which hardly acknowledged any
East German responsibility for events prior to 1945, this work of popular
history, lacking precise references to sources, offered an overview of the Nazis'
theft of art, illustrated its pan−European extent, and dwelled upon the role of
certain individuals, from Reichsführer−SS Heinrich Himmler, Foreign
Minister Joachim von Ribbentrop, and Reichsleiter Alfred Rosenberg to the
Ancestral Heritage Research and Teaching Society (Forschungs− und
Lehrgemeinschaft "Das Ahnenerbe"). In 1972, Ruth and Max Seydewitz
published another book on the same topic.6 Both works were widely translated
in other socialist countries.7
In the countries affected by Nazi looting, the memory of the losses remained
vivid. But although the debate on the topic was intense, it was overshadowed
by the ideological evolution of the Cold War. Shortly after the war, Polish art
historians and librarians had begun to record the cultural assets the Germans
had "secured", i.e. seized and transported to Germany8. Books published in the
postwar period documented Polish intellectuals' struggle to have Poland's
cultural treasures returned.9 But for several decades, starting in the 1950s, the
lack of diplomatic relations between the Federal Republic of Germany and
Poland, on the one hand, and the officially declared fraternity between Poland
and the GDR, on the other hand, made it impossible to look for Polish cultural
objects on German territory.10 Things changed after the political upheaval in
eastern Europe and the end of the Cold War in the late 1980s: Updated
catalogues of lost objects were published, and new initiatives were launched to
search for them.11
In the Federal Republic, meanwhile, librarians, art historians, and archivists
started debating their own professions' responsibility for the looting of cultural
assets. The debate began cautiously in the 1970s and gathered momentum in
the 1980s. In the 1970s, an important contribution was made to exploring
public librarians' acquiescence and participation in "cleansing" libraries from
undesirable literature;12 in the 1980s, several authors studied German libraries'
involvement in "expropriating" Jewish private collections.13
This line of inquiry reached a climax in 1988, when the Wolfenbüttel Study
Group in Library History (Wolfenbütteler Arbeitskreis für
Bibliotheksgeschichte) devoted its fifth annual conference to the history of
libraries under National Socialism and followed up with another conference on
the same topic in 1989. Attention focused on the politics of librarianship both
in and outside Germany14, indicating the shift of interest from domestic
policies to the looting of cultural objects in the occupied territories.
Art and archival historians in the Federal Republic took longer to face up to
their own professions' involvement in Nazi lootings, not least because of art
history's professional focus on protecting and preserving already acquired
works of art and its specialization in centuries past. In 1995, the art history
journal kritische berichte published a thematic issue on looted art, which
included archaeology and ethnology and inserted Nazi art theft into a larger
context of "capturing" museum objects.15 In 2005, art historians' research on
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the history of their own discipline was documented in a traveling exhibit and
an accompanying publication.16 In the same year, the Congress of German
Archives (Deutscher Archivtag) was organized around the theme of "German
Archivists and National Socialism."
English−speaking authors had already published several fundamental works on
looted art by the mid−1990s.17 Around 2000, provenance research, i.e. research
into the exact origin of works of art, became more popular in Germany as well,
concentrating on 1933−45 and especially on the fate of Jewish collectors.18
This line of inquiry was decisively influenced by the Washington Conference
Principles. The Washington Conference on Holocaust−Era Assets, organized
by the US Department of State and the US Holocaust Memorial Museum and
attended by 44 government delegations and 13 non−governmental
organizations, met from 30 November to 3 December 1998.19 The principles
adopted by conference participants called upon the international community of
curators and art historians to identify works of art seized by the Nazis,
publicize information about them, and "achieve a just and fair solution". Since
the adoption of the Washington Conference Principles, initiatives have been
launched in many European and American countries −− including Austria, the
Czech Republic, Finland, France, Germany, the Netherlands, Poland, Russia,
the United Kingdom, Canada, and the United States −− to identify stolen
works of art and find their owners. Information about these works is published
on the Internet.20 National and international conferences have facilitated
exchanges between scholars from different countries,21 and conference
proceedings are published to make their findings widely available.22 Historical
exhibits have been devoted to looted art.23 In December 1999, responding to
the Washington Conference Principles' injunction to "develop national
processes to implement these principles", the German cabinet, state
governments, and municipal administrations adopted a joint statement.24
The past six years have shown that inter−disciplinary and international
cooperation is indispensable. It has also become evident that research is
focusing on two areas. On the one hand, there are now a large number of
historical studies on the Nazi looting of cultural objects, examining the
structure, agents, and targets of art theft from the point of view of its victims.
This has given rise to very specific research guides aiming to help find stolen
objects still kept in public collections.25 On the other hand, the professions
concerned have engaged in soul−searching; for historical reasons, this has
mainly taken place in Germany, but also, increasingly, in Austria.
Given its history, Germany is facing an especially steep challenge to
investigate the persecutions perpetrated both in the occupied countries and
domestically. This has spawned an extensive literature on "Aryanization"
policies in Germany, showing that the looting of cultural assets was flanked by
a huge machinery of fiscal and emigration authorities, preservationists, and
museum and library directors, who ensured a "smooth" utilization of cultural
assets that had been "secured" and "Aryanized," i.e. confiscated, extorted, and
looted. This is one of the aspects I am bracketing out in the following rough
chronology of the main looting campaigns and in my account of their principal
thrusts, agents, and victims. Nor shall I discuss the library and museum
administrations set up in the conquered territories as part of the civil
administration, even though they often contributed to the destruction,
scattering, and loss of collections through their "cleansing" and "restructuring"
activities.26 In what follows I shall concentrate on organized, ideologically
motivated looting.
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Nazi theft of cultural assets: The Reich, Austria, and the Czech
Republic
The first victims of the Nazis' looting policies were their own citizens. A series
of emergency decrees issued between February and July 193327 declared
communists, social democrats, union officials −− in short: all dissenters −− to
be public enemies. Their property could be confiscated in the interests of the
National Socialist state.
Shortly after Hitler took power, the process of "forced coordination"
(Gleichschaltung) included measures allowing for parties and trade unions to
be stripped of their assets, including their book, archival, and art collections.
Confiscated trade union libraries were turned over to the party archive of the
NSDAP and to the German Labour Front, and later to the NSDAP's Main State
Archive in Munich.28 Books belonging to the Social Democratic Party ended
up in the library of the Office of the Secret State Police (Geheime
Staatspolizeiamt, or Gestapo).29
Freemasons suffered the same treatment. After a first wave of arbitrary attacks,
all lodges and grand lodges were dissolved by the summer of 1935. Their
assets were confiscated and either sold or collected in so−called lodge
museums. Library collections were concentrated in Berlin. By May 1936, there
were already 500 000−600 000 volumes of Freemason literature at the main
office of the SS Security Service (Sicherheitsdienst, or SD) in Berlin.30
In 1937, the Nazis began increasingly persecuting the churches. In December,
they closed down the Apologetic Central Office of the German Protestant
Church, the Confessional Church's information and publication office in
Berlin's Spandau district. In January 1938, the Episcopal head office of
Catholic Action was shut down in Düsseldorf. Together with libraries
confiscated in Austria, the collections of both institutions were to be united in a
"large Central Library for Research on the Church Question."31
The primary target of the Nazi persecutions and looting, however, was the
Jewish population. The Jews were gradually disenfranchised: by the Law on
the Restoration of Professional Civil Service of 7 April 1933; new severe
restrictions added to a tax imposed for fleeing the Reich in May 1934; and the
Law for the Protection of German Blood and German Honour of 14 September
1935. From April 1938, Jews were obliged to declare their assets; and the
"Jewish property tax", introduced in November 1938, ruined countless Jewish
families, forcing them to part with both simple family possessions and valuable
collections.
The Eleventh Decree Supplementing the Reich Citizenship Law of October
1941, which made legal emigration impossible for Jews, and the "final solution
of the Jewish question" adopted in January 1942 at the Wannsee Conference
triggered a machinery which, in the course of the deportation and annihilation
of the Jews, "utilized" their few remaining possessions to the last piece. Even
German Jews living abroad, who had managed to save their lives by fleeing or
emigrating, were affected by this process, since the Eleventh Decree deprived
them of German citizenship. Their possessions, including libraries and
collections left behind, were declared to be the property of the German Reich.
Noted collectors, such as Max Silberberg (d.1943 in Theresienstadt), Victor
Klemperer Edler von Klemenau (d.1943 in Rhodesia), and Dr Henri
Hinrichsen (d.1942 in Auschwitz), fell victim to these mechanisms of
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discrimination, exclusion, and "liquidation". All in all, 170 000 German Jews
lost not only all their possessions, but their lives.
After the annexation of Austria in March 1938, the incorporation of the Czech
(Sudeten German) territories adjacent Germany, and the occupation of
Bohemia and Moravia in 1939, the measures of persecution were extended to
the Jewish population of these territories.
Austria, in particular, became a testing ground for Nazi looting policies. A
"book utilization office" specially created in Vienna collected and sorted
hundreds of thousands of books belonging to Austrian Jews. Some were
discarded, others were dispatched to the "Old Reich" and incorporated into
German libraries.32 A ruthless manhunt for Austrian Jewish art collectors was
on.33
Looting in the "Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia" was less drastic, partly
because after the Munich Agreement, few in the Czech Republic had illusions
about Hitler's intentions. Many potential victims fled in good time. Otherwise,
there were comparatively few changes to the structure of libraries, museums,
and academic institutions, and the amount of looting was therefore limited.34
Just as in Germany and Austria, however, Jewish culture suffered devastating
persecution.35
Actors and Organizations
In Germany, the confiscations were at first organized by the Gestapo, which
had been created out of Prussia's Political Police on 26 April 1933. Its task was
to investigate and fight all "endeavours endangering the state". The SD had
similar ideological aims: led by Reinhard Heydrich, it acted as the NSDAP's
own intelligence and counter−intelligence agency. From 1936, the SD stepped
up its activities and began analyzing the looted materials, not least to make
"the Gestapo accept a degree of spiritual leadership by the SD."36 Both
Gestapo and SD were establishing a Central Library for the Study of the
Opposition, with four sections: Generalia, Freemasons, churches, and Jews.37
On 27 September 1939, the Reich Security Main Office
(Reichssicherheitshauptamt, or RSHA) came into being. It combined two state
agencies, the Gestapo and the Reich Criminal Police Office
(Reichskriminalpolizeiamt), with the party agency of the SD. Created by
Reichsführer−SS Heinrich Himmler and placed under his command, it became
the main instrument of Nazi terror: From mid−1941, it was charged with the
annihilation of the Jews. At the same time, it organized the looting of cultural
assets in Germany and the annexed territories. In particular, this concerned
libraries and archives, and, in Austria, works of art as well. In January 1939,
Himmler reported to the Reich Chancellery that his agency had confiscated
artistic objects worth 60−70 million Reichsmark.38
In June 1938, Hitler had formulated the "Führer's proviso", which gave him the
first call on stolen works of art, at first in Austria and the Czech Republic, and
later in all of Europe. As of 21 June 1939, he named Dr Hans Posse, the
director of the Dresden Art Gallery, his special envoy charged with collecting
works for the "Führer's museum" he planned to build in Linz. The "Führer's
proviso" was implemented under the supervision of Reich Minister Hans
Heinrich Lammers, chief of staff of the Reich Chancellery, and Reichsleiter
Martin Bormann, chief of staff of the party chancellery from May 1941 and
Hitler's secretary from 1943.
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After the annexation of Austria, two more art thieves made their mark: Arthur
Seyss−Inquart, governor (Reichsstatthalter) of Ostmark, as Austria was called
after annexation, and Dr. Kajetan Mühlmann, serving, among other positions,
as head of the Art and Museum Department in the Ministry of Domestic and
Cultural Affairs. As representatives of the German−appointed civil
administration, they acted in the interests of the German Reich.
Looting in Europe during the Second World War
Although Poland was the first country to fall victim to the Second World War,
I shall first focus on looting in western Europe, since it is here that one of the
most powerful organizations for looting cultural assets came into being,
Einsatzstab Reichsleiter Rosenberg (ERR), Rosenberg's own mobile task force.
Since January 1934, Rosenberg had been the Führer's representative in charge
of supervising the NSDAP's entire system of political instruction and
education. On 29 January 1940, he was given permission to prepare the
establishment of a "Higher School" that was to become the central National
Socialist university. The Institute for the Study of the Jewish Question was
created in March 1941 in Frankfurt am Main as one of the future university's
first departments. After the invasion of France, Rosenberg persuaded Hitler
that a special organization should be put in charge of transporting "unclaimed
Jewish property" and "cultural assets appearing to be valuable" to Germany.
The ERR was created on 17 July 1940. The Institute for the Study of the
Jewish Question was one of the main beneficiaries of the lootings carried out
by the ERR. Staffed with over 100 specialists who had already served under
Rosenberg before, the ERR looted over 50 Masonic lodges in France as well as
the libraries of the Séminaire Israélite de France (founded in 1830) and the
largest French Jewish book collection, that of the Alliance Israélite
Universelle, shipping off the spoils to Frankfurt. The ERR's looting lists for
Paris mention the libraries of the Rothschild family as well as the Biblioteka
Polska, founded in 1839 and managed since 1890 by Cracow's Academy of
Sciences, and the Turgenev Library, the biggest Russian émigré library in
Paris, with over 60 000 volumes.
The Special Staff for Music (Sonderstab Musik) confiscated valuable music
libraries and collections of instruments belonging to Jewish musicians, music
historians, publishers, and collectors, including the composer Darius Milhaud,
the pianist Arthur Rubinstein, and the pianist and harpist Wanda Landowska.39
In France, the ERR also confiscated major Jewish art collections, including
those of Alphonse Kann and David David−Weill. Cynically, the ERR installed
its French headquarters in the library building of the Alliance Israélite
Universelle on rue La Bruyère, which had opened in 1937. A look at the ERR's
organizational structure may serve to illustrate the scope of Rosenberg's
ambitions. There were special staffs for the Fine Arts, churches, the east
(focusing on eastern European émigrés), the Higher School's Central Library
(with a focus on Jewish libraries), prehistory, racial policy, and music.
Western Europe was also where Special Commando Künsberg, named after
Eberhard Freiherr von Künsberg, made its debut. A Secret Field Police Group
subordinated to the Foreign Ministry, it was given marching orders for the
Netherlands and Belgium on 15 May 1940, by Ribbentrop. Künsberg was
charged with "securing" strategically important materials for the Foreign
Ministry. With the help of the German ambassador in Paris, Otto Abetz, he
was actively involved in confiscating works of art that belonged to Jews. By
August 1940, Künsberg's units had collected 1500 paintings.40
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While in France, the activities of the ERR led to conflicts with the territorial
Wehrmacht commander in France and his Art Protection Force (Kunstschutz).
In Belgium, the Security Police (Sicherheitspolizei, or Sipo, as the Gestapo and
Criminal Police were collectively called) and the SD worked hand in hand with
the ERR. The Sipo and the SD carried out the confiscations, targeting the usual
enemies (Freemasons, Jewish and socialist organizations), while the ERR was
in charge of sorting and dispatching the looted objects.
The situation in the Netherlands was special, since Germany aimed to integrate
the country into the Reich. There were fewer seizures and shipments of public
collections. However, "enemy" libraries and archives were confiscated. These
included the collections of the International Institute of Social History and the
Jewish Historical Museum in Amsterdam, the Ets Haim/Livraria Montezinos
and the Bibliotheca Rosenthaliana (two of the greatest Dutch Jewish libraries),
and the Masonic lodge of the Grand Orient of the Netherlands in Den Haag.
Seyss−Inquart was named Reich commissar for the occupied Netherlands on
24 May 1940. His civil administration, Mühlmann's office (also under
Seyss−Inquart's jurisdiction), and the Enemy Property Administration
(Feindvermögensverwaltung) carried out confiscations of "enemy" art
collections. These included the collection of Fritz Lugt, who had left the
Netherlands in 1939, and that of the Jewish collector Alphonse Jaffé.
After the occupation of Yugoslavia and Greece, special ERR units operated
there as well. Italy, Germany's ally, was spared looting for some time, as was
Hungary. In September 1943, however, the ERR did loot the Biblioteca della
Comunità Israelitica and the Biblioteca del Collegio Rabbinico Italiano, two
centuries−old Jewish libraries.41 And by March 1944, the ERR was sending
works of art belonging to Hungarian artistocrats and Jews to Germany.42
Central and eastern Europe
The invasion of Poland on 1 September 1939 started a predatory war of
annihilation against the "racially inferior" peoples of eastern Europe, which left
six million people dead in Poland and over twenty million in the Soviet Union,
including three million and one million Jews, respectively. A statement by
Hitler will suffice to illustrate the Nazis' attitude toward these peoples:
Poles may have only one master −− the Germans. Two masters
cannot exist side by side, and this is why all members of the
Polish intelligentsia must be killed. It sounds cruel, but such is
the law of life.43
In Poland, too, the looting of cultural artefacts started immediately after the
invasion. The situation was special here, since Poland was completely stripped
of its statehood and partitioned. One part was annexed to the German Reich,
becoming the districts of Warthegau and Danzig−Westpreussen. The central
part of Poland was named General Government on 26 October 1939, and was
made up of four districts: Cracow, Lublin, Radom, and Warsaw. After the
invasion of the Soviet Union, Galicia, i.e. eastern Galicia, was added as a fifth
district. Already on 12 October 1939, Hitler had appointed Hans Frank as
governor−general.
Different rules were applied on the different territories. In the annexed regions,
Hermann Göring, prime minister of Prussia, aviation minister, and Hitler's
deputy, was given full authority over all economic questions as plenipotentiary
for the four−year plan. His special representative for gathering and "securing"
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artistic and cultural treasures was Kajetan Mühlmann, who had already
participated in the looting of Jewish−owned art collections in Vienna and in
the Netherlands. On 19 October 1939, Mühlmann founded the Main
Trusteeship Office for the East (Haupttreuhandstelle Ost, HTO) in Berlin for
locating, administering, and appraising Polish public and private property. A
decree entitled "Protective Measures for Monuments of Cultural History in
Poland" had been issued earlier, on 10 October 1939. On December 1, an
Office of the Trustee−General for Securing German Cultural Assets in the
Annexed Eastern Territories was created as part of the HTO. It was directed by
Professor Heinrich Harmjanz, head of the Ethnology Department of the
Ancestral Heritage Research and Teaching Society (for more on which see
below). Branches of the Trustee−General's Office were created in Katowice,
Lódz, Poznan, and Gdansk. One after another, its staff looted museums,
churches, and manors in the annexed territories. By May 1941, according to its
own accounts, the Trustee−General's Office for the East had "secured" 102
libraries, 15 castles, and 21 collections as well as 1100 individual paintings and
watercolours and several hundred engravings.44 They also opened a "book
collection point" in Poznan's St Michael's Church for confiscated public and
private book collections.
A "Decree on the Confiscation of the Property of the Former Polish State
inside the General Government" was issued on 15 November 1939, and a
"Decree on the Confiscation of Art Objects in the General Government" on
December 16.
Kajetan Mühlmann, a servant of two masters as it were, managed the
confiscated collections in the General Government, including those of the
National Museum, the Czartoryski Museum, Cracow University's Art History
Institute, Cracow Cathedral, Warsaw's Royal Castle, the library of Warsaw
University, the treasures of Sandomierz Cathedral, and the Museum of the
Diocese of Tarnów.
In addition to Göring's Main Trusteeship Office for the East as well as Frank
and Mühlmann, Himmler's RSHA was also active in Poland. An RSHA
memorandum dated 8 October 1939, stated:
The Einsatzkommandos are asked to ascertain which Jewish,
Catholic, Marxist, and possibly Masonic libraries are located
within their area of operations.45
In Poland, the RSHA pursued its usual aims. In order to "study the enemy", it
"secured" numerous libraries and transported them to the RSHA headquarters
in Berlin, including parts of the political section of Cracow's Law Department,
the libraries of the Ukrainian Institute and the Polish Parliament, the Judaica
Library at Warsaw's Great Synagogue, the collections of the French, Danish,
and Hungarian Institutes, and the remainders of the collection of the
Warsaw−based Institute for Cooperation with Foreign Countries.46 Ancesteral
Heritage was particularly active in Poland. Founded as a Society for the Study
of Ancient Intellectual History −− with Heinrich Himmler as one of the
co−founders −− Ancesteral Heritage was looking for proof that the Polish
territories had first been settled by Germanic peoples, in order to corroborate
the superiority of the Germanic race and underpin Germany's "natural" claim
to the Polish lands. With this aim in mind, it confiscated collections and
holdings pertaining to ancient history.47
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Harmjanz and his deputy at the Trustee−General's Office for the East, Wolfram
Sievers, were also, respectively, department head and executive manager of
Ancesteral Heritage. Coupled with their membership in the SS and their close
ties to the RSHA, this provided a firm basis for their looting activities.
Eventually, they "transferred" the collections of the Warsaw Archaeological
Museum to Poznan. Valuable pieces, such as the Boroczyce gold medal from
Warsaw's National Museum (still missing), were transported to the RSHA
headquarters in Berlin.48
The intentional destruction of cultural artefacts in Poland deserves a separate
discussion.
While at least some of the Polish collections confiscated by the Main
Trusteeship Office for the East or looted by the General Government
administration and shipped off by the RSHA and Ancesteral Heritage were
returned to Poland after the war via the Allied collecting points, many libraries
and archives suffered a different fate. Of the 251 Jewish libraries that existed
in Poland in 1939, which together held more than 1 650 000 books, and the
748 public libraries with a total of 860 806 volumes, 70 percent were lost by
war's end.49 The invasion of the Soviet Union gave the Nazis a much larger
area to loot on. Five months after the invasion, the Wehrmacht had occupied a
territory inhabited by around 40 percent of the Soviet population. The Reich
Commissariat Ostland (Reichskommissariat Ostland), which included Tallin,
Riga, Vilnius, and Minsk, and the Reich Commissariat Ukraine, with Kiev,
Dnipropetrovsk, and Kherson, were established as civil administrations. The
other occupied territories, near Leningrad, Moscow, and Kharkov, were ruled
by the military administrations of Army Groups North, Centre, and South.
As a consequence, the Wehrmacht's organizations were now directly in charge
of confiscating and shipping off cultural artefacts. The directors of the Army
archives, Army libraries, and Army museums supervised the confiscation of
archives and libraries, in particular. The most popular cargo, the legendary
Amber Room from the Catherine Palace in Tsarskoe Selo near Leningrad, was
sent to Königsberg.
The Special Commando Künsberg was active in the immediate vicinity of the
front and Army Groups North, Centre, and South. It was searching for
strategically important materials, such as papers of the foreign ministries,
embassies, and delegations, on behalf of the Ministry for the Occupied Eastern
Territories as well as the Foreign Ministry's Geographic Service and
Information and Broadcasting Department. By late 1942, as the Wehrmacht's
advance came to a standstill, stopping the expansion of occupied territories, the
special commando was disbanded. Unsurprisingly, some of its staff members
were transferred to the RSHA.
The ERR continued its looting activities in the Soviet Union. Rosenberg,
whom Hitler named Minister for the Occupied Territories, created working
groups for Ostland, Ukraine, and White Ruthenia. His staff began to weed out
"Bolshevik" literature, collect archival materials needed for "genealogical"
research, and making inventories of the collections with a view to
concentrating them in a national library, a national archive, and a national
museum in Kiev.
Eventually the ERR went about establishing a "Library of the East"
(Ostbücherei). This included the émigré library collections confiscated earlier
in France and the books of Minsk's Lenin Library. By 1 December 1944, the
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Library of the East in Ratibor had catalogued over 100 000 books, with
approximately two million more waiting to be classified.50
Conclusion
A comparative analysis of the looting campaigns targeting specific groups of
the population between 1933 and 1945, first in Germany, then in other
European countries, reveals more similarities than differences.
There was institutional continuity. The RSHA confiscated "enemy materials"
first in Germany itself, then in the occupied territories. The ERR was active in
both western and eastern Europe, and the same goes for the Special
Commando Künsberg and Ancesteral Heritage. The same people were
involved in these activities across the occupied countries, as illustrated by the
cases of Seyss−Inquart, Mühlmann, and Künsberg. In all cases, the Jewish
population was mercilessly persecuted and robbed.
But there were also differences. Whereas in France, the Army and its Art
Protection Service tended to oppose the actions of the ERR and prevent it from
shipping off cultural artefacts, no such agency existed during the Russian
campaign. On 30 September 1942, Hitler issued a decree that put the ERR in
charge of cultural artefacts in territories under both civil and military
administration. At the same time, the military became increasingly involved in
confiscations.51
While public collections in western Europe were mostly left untouched, no
such rule applied in eastern Europe. Whereas the Brussels−based Trusteeship
Office focused on estimating and liquidating "enemy property", meaning the
possessions of Jews and individual political opponents52, in Poland the Main
Trusteeship Office for the East and the general governor had access to all
public assets. Paragraph 1 of the new Decree on the Confiscation of Property
of the Former Polish State inside the General Government stipulated that
[a]ll publicly owned works of art in the General Government
are to be confiscated to serve the execution of tasks carried out
in the general interest, in case they are not already covered by
the Decree on the Confiscation of the Property of the Former
Polish State of 15 November 1939.53
In the Soviet Union, looting almost exclusively concerned publicly owned
cultural assets, not least because most of the formerly private or church−owned
collections had been nationalized after the October Revolution.54 In addition,
the definition of publicly owned works of art used in paragraph 2 of the
above−quoted decree also included church− and privately−owned art
collections. Paragraph 3 made it mandatory to declare any such works. While
in the "Old Reich" and in western Europe, Jews were the main target of all
persecutions, in eastern Europe the entire population was affected. This is why
after the war many Polish individuals were looking for cultural artefacts that
had been stolen from them.55
Other differences have been highlighted in several studies: the increasing
volume of materials confiscated by the RSHA and the Special Commando
Künsberg, the ERR's shift from the fine and applied arts to prehistoric objects,
and the lack of interest in eastern Europe found among major "individual" art
thieves.56
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Nevertheless, future studies should perhaps focus less on the specifics of each
case and more on the numerous continuities in Nazi looting. Such an approach
is more likely to help heal the wounds that still remain open, especially in
Russia.
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